Polymeric foaming with nanoscale nucleants: a surface nanobubble mechanism.
The dimensionally restricted, diffusion-driven volumetric change of almost flat nucleated surface nanobubbles hosted on dispersed nanoscale surfaces is proposed as the probable mechanism of heterogeneous bubble generation during polymer-nanoscale-nucleant suspension foaming. By conducting numerical simulations, this hypothesis is used to predict the final bubble sizes upon polymeric foaming with nanoscale nucleants and to compare them with reported experimentally determined values. The volumetric change in the bubble hosted on the miniscule surface is envisaged to occur due to two parallel diffusion processes: 1) through the contact line of the bubble cap with the surface, and 2) through the curved gas-polymer interface. The foaming conditions determine the direction and molar rate of both these diffusions. The mechanism explains the relative nucleating efficiency of nanoscale surfaces experimentally observed during reactive and nonreactive polymeric foaming by predicting the growth or dissolution of the bubble. In the case of nonreactive thermoplastic foaming, the size of the bubbles released to the bulk from the nanoscale surface varies in a near linear fashion with respect to the size of the nucleants, limited to a maximum nucleant size. Beyond this maximum, the size of bubble generated is independent of the nucleant size. However, increase in the initial nanoscopic contact angle does not significantly affect the bubble size upon detachment from the surface.